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CryptoDragons

Introduction
We strongly believe that NFTs are here to stay and we see great
potential in blockchain technologies. The NFT market achieved
new heights in the second quarter of 2021, with $2.5 billion in total
sales for the year, up from just $13.7 million in the first half of
20201.

Despite the fact that NFT technology was developed in 2012, its
popularity has drastically increased during the recent 1-2 years.
NFTs gave us opportunity to raise collectibles and digital art
objects to the next level and enjoy all the fun and opportunities
associated with them.
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1 Source: Reuters
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Our motivation
It has been argued that NFTs can be viewed either in terms of their
intrinsic value and cultural significance. We see a third side as well
- the possibility to earn from NFTs. This is the conceptually new
view we based our project on. 


Of course, all your earnings are subject to a play-to-earn model.
We neither guarantee, nor provide you with any expectations of
some profit. But nevertheless, users may earn from their NFTs
through different features of the platform.
CryptoDragons is a unique NFT project, initially based on ETH
blockchain. In 2022 the team and the community came to a
conclusion that there is a need to transfer the project to a
sidechain. For that purpose we choose Polygon. The transition
happened in June 2022.  

Decentralization of all the metadata related to NFTs and data
about illustrations is realized using IPFS storage and cannot be
changed after the creation. All the commercial rights of NFT usage
are transferred to the wallet owner and cannot be taken away.
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Our motivation
For the dragon creations, we used 25 genes with 16 variations
each using 30 layers of colors, from which each of the genes and
their variations consist of. DNA of each dragon consists of 12,000
attributes. The result is billions of unique dragons.
Dragon - the ancient symbol that we find in almost all
mythologies. Each nation attaches a different, sometimes even
opposite meaning to this powerful creature.
In the East, the dragon personifies good forces, happiness,
prosperity, wisdom, while in the West, the dragon appears as a
rival, doing battle with whom considered to be one of the highest
honors. However, what unites all these characters is that dragons
are wise, powerful, and are always considered treasure hunters
and guardians.
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Our motivation
As the oldest creatures inhabiting this world, dragons are the
owners and keepers of sacred knowledge and untold treasures.
Taking the dragon’s image of “a powerful guardian of the new rich
world”, we created NFT in the form of dragons.


We aim to create a strong community of dragon lovers, who can
engage on the platform. CryptoDragons will become a selfsufficient and sustainable platform for a close-knit community of
enthusiasts where you can buy, sell, breed dragons, as well as
participate in dragon battles.   
We are also committed to a respectful attitude towards our users
and intend to demonstrate maximum transparency.   
We have completely decentralized the project, all processes can be
found in the Guides section on the website, and all transactions
are traced on the blockchain.
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General mechanics
The whole CryptoDragons Metaverse starts from Dragon Eggs.
This is the most logical and realistic way to create like that we
could think of. The game will offer 10,000 unique eggs. The
distribution of the dragons is done randomly, so no one, including
CryptoDragons’ creators, will know which eggs contain the most
unique dragons. Starting Dec 24, 2021, each egg owner has a
chance to “hatch” his or her dragon from the egg or keep the egg
as it is. After the “hatching” transaction is complete, the egg’s NFT
changes to eggshell NFT, while a new dragon NFT appears in the
user’s inventory.
CryptoDragons is designed around 4 functionality pillars:

Buying
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Selling

Breeding

Fighting
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General mechanics
The web page starts from the general screen where users can get
acquainted with the project and company, available functionality,
guides to the project mechanics and anything else needed. Most
importantly users need to register here. This is a simple process
the ultimate and most important goal of which is wallet linkage. We
will identify every unique user by their wallet address, each NFT
they own will be linked to that wallet address.
After the authorization on the platform, users get access to all the
functionality available.
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General mechanics
The platform gives a clear view of all the major sections available,

so the "Мarketplace" refers to where you can find dragons on sale

or rental for siring, and "Arena" refers to battles.
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Buying & selling
Any user can buy and sell dragons on the platform. In the “buying”
part, there are 2 options:
1. Buy dragons released by the platform (so-called 0 generation
dragons)
2. Buy dragons from other users listed on the marketplace
In both cases, the selling process takes place through an auction,
where the seller sets the starting price, the ending price, and the
duration of the auction. After the dragon is put up for auction, the
price begins to change linearly from the initial to the final, taking
into account the set duration. Any buyer can make an offer to buy
a dragon at a price set at that particular point in time. In case no
one buys the dragon during the auction, the dragon stays on the
marketplace with the final price (set for the auction).

Buy now price

1.5991 CDC
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Time left

2 days

Buy with CDC
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Breeding &

renting for siring
The breeding of dragons is one of the main functions of the game,
so any user who owns a dragon can breed it, again there are 2
options for doing this:
1. Breed your own dragons
2. Find a breeding pair in the marketplace where other owners
rent out their dragons for breeding purposes (renting is a lot
like a sales auction, with the only difference that the dragon
will not be sold but rented out for breeding purposes)

The platform will charge a fee for breeding, whether it is done
between dragons of the same owner or through a breeding
auction.
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Arena & battles
The real adrenaline part comes with the battles. We have
developed a special part of the platform dedicated to hosting
battles of the dragons, called - Arena. One can enter the Arena
with any dragon from the inventory and call to a battle any other
dragon available on the Arena.
The blockchain part begins when two dragons agree to take part in
the battle. The battle can have only two possible outcomes victory or defeat. The winner will be decided through a specific
algorithm which is based on the strength value of a dragon:

Strength of the dragon
Each of the dragons on the platform has the strength of its
genes. Each gene has a specific prescribed value which can be a
number from 0 to 15. The strength values of the dragon are
determined by the following 2 steps:

Step 1: Multiply the respective values of genes by the following
coefficients: genes numbered 1 to 15 genes by 1, genes
numbered 16 to 19 by 2, genes numbered 20 to 25 by 3.

Step 2: Multiply the numeric number of the gene by the values
calculated based on Step 1.
12
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When 2 dragons meet in battle we need to calculate the strength
of each dragon, thus we sum up all the strength values of all the
genes the dragons have. Let’s have a look at an example:
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Gene

number

Gene value

(Dragon 1)

Gene strength
(Dragon 1)


Gene value

(Dragon 2)

Gene strength
(Dragon 2)


1

11

11

10

10

2

10

20

9

18

3

12

36

7

21

4

15

60

11

44

5

14

70

10

50

6

12

72

8

48

7

11

77

6

42

8

13

104

7

56

9

14

126

9

81

10

15

150

9

90

11

11

121

6

66

12

10

120

8

96

13

12

156

7

91

14

13

182

10

140

15

11

165

12

180

16

10

320

6

192

17

9

306

7

238

18

12

432

11

396

19

13

494

12

456

20

15

900

11

660

21

0

0

8

504

22

0

0

7

462

23

0

0

11

759

24

0

0

10

720

25

0

0

9

675

Gene value x Coefficient
x Gene #

Gene value x Coefficient
x Gene #
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Arena and battles
Battle algorithm
The fight between the two dragons takes place automatically
through the blockchain part of the project. While the calculation is
in progress, players can watch colorful animations.
The logical part of the calculation is built according to the
following scheme:
1. The gene strength of each dragon is calculated using the
information from the table above.
2. We calculate the strength of each of the dragons by adding the
strength of their genes:
a. Dragon 1:
11 + 20 + 36 + 60 + 70 + 72 + 77 + 104 + 126 + 150 + 121 + 120 + 156 +
182 + 165 + 320 + 306 + 432 + 494 + 900

= 3922

b. Dragon 2:
10 + 18 + 21 + 44 + 50 + 48 + 42 + 56 + 81 + 90 + 66 + 96 + 91 + 140
+ 180 + 192 + 238 + 396 + 456 + 660 + 504 + 462 + 759 + 720 + 675

= 6095
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Arena and battles

3.

Then we calculate the combined strength of two dragons:

3922 + 6095 = 10017

4.

Finally we calculate the strength fraction for each dragon:

a.

Dragon 1:

3922/10017 = 0.391534391534392 or about 39.15%

b.

Dragon 2:

6095/10017 = 0.608465608465608 or about 60.8%

5.

The resulting shares of strength are the probabilities of victory
for each of the dragons.

The battle is over after the blockchain finishes all the calculations

and reveals the winner. The participants of the battle can battle

both on their dragon and on CDC. The platform will handover the

loser's dragon or the lost amount to the winner. The loser 


dragon will be assigned to the winners wallet address.
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Dragon genome
There are 4 major types of dragons in the game:
Common
Rare
Epic
Legendary

- 15 genes
- from 16 to 19 genes
- from 20 to 24 genes
- 25 genes

The dragons will differ from each other by the number of genes
they have. The total number of possible genes for a dragon is 25.
Dragons of “Common” type have 15 genes, Rare dragons have from
16 to 19 genes, Epic dragons have from 20 to 24 genes, and
Legendary ones have exactly 25 genes and so they are the most
unique, as they have a complete package of all genes.
There are 25 types of genes with 162 variations each using 30
layers of colors, which leads to billions of gene combinations and
thus there will be billions of unique dragons in the Dragons
Metaverse. Depending on the value of the gene, the appearance of
that gene will be different. For instance let’s take gene number 1
which represents the head of the dragon. In case this gene has
value of 3 or 9, the physical appearance of the dragon's head will
16

2 In case of Common dragons, 0 means just a value equal to 0, in case of other dragons, 0
equal to absence of genes 16 to 25.
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Dragon genome
be different, as well as the dragon will have different strength for
that particular gene, which will be useful for defining a winner in
battles.

Bonus probability of getting

new genes
When breeding two dragons, the bonus probability is checked first.
For instance, when 2 Common dragons breed, there is a 25%
probability that the “baby” will get a new gene type, which did not
appear in parents’ genome. The probability of getting 2 new genes
is less, only - 20%. Thus when two Common dragons breed there is
some minor probability that the “baby” dragon will be of a rare
Legendary type. The value of the gene (which will be needed for
battles) is selected randomly from 0 to 15 and assigned to it.
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Dragon genome
Simple gene selection
In case the bonus probability did not work, the system assigns
genes based on simple probability rules. The “baby dragon”
receives the genes that have both parents, while the values of the
inherited genes are gifted based on the following probabilities:

45%

- the gene value of the “father”

45%

- the gene value of the “mother”

10%

- mutation

There is still a chance that a new gene can be developed, even
though none of the parents have it. The probability of getting this
new gene depends on how many “higher than 15” genes the “baby”
has.
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Mutation of the Firstborns
Firstborn Dragons hold a special place in our Metaverse, as they
have a built-in capacity to mutate. Firstborn Dragons can eat the
Secret Ingredient, which is a Mutation Powder made from a mix of
eggshells, creating more powerful Mutant Dragons.


The mechanics

Firstborn Dragon owners will have a dedicated private section on
cryptodragons.com, which acts as a lab where the Secret
Ingredient can be made by mixing 4 to 6 different eggshells,
under the following rules:

1. Mixing at least 4 Random Eggshells

2. Mixing up to 6 Eggshells: Adding 1 Epic and/or 1 Legendary
Eggshell(s) to the 4 Random Eggshells is possible and allows for a
more unique mutation


Genetically, there are 8 types of Eggshells and mutations will
depend on the chosen Eggshell combination. Once the Mutation
Powder is ready, the Firstborn Dragon can eat it, triggering
immediate and irreversible mutation. Firstborn Dragons can
mutate only once. 
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Mutation of the Firstborns
The transformation will touch all the genes the Dragon has and
results in the owner retaining the original Dragon and getting a
new Mutant Firstborn Dragon. New Dragons will not change their
number of genes.

The Eggshells that were mixed to create the Mutation Powder will
remain as NFTs on the owner’s wallet and can be sold on the
Marketplace for further use in creating Mutation Powder for other
Firstborn Dragons. The Mutated Dragons will form a distinctive
collection of 10K Mutant Dragons managed with a separate smart
contract, hence they can not breed. All the Mutated Dragons will
be able to battle in the Arena as per the general rules.
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Card Game Design
Description
The Card Game will follow its special narrative focusing on Dragon’s
eagerness to show their mastery of the four elements of fire, wind,
sand and water along with the superiority of their skills.


The Narrative

In the Dragons Metaverse, the habitant Dragons of the land of
Vidarr in the remote galaxy of Hilldiac, Firstborn Dragons have
taught their offspring the power of the four elements of fire, wind,
sand and water. Eager to show the superiority of their skills, the
offspring honed their mastery of the four elements, and set forth to
train other Dragons and spread the spirit of competition across
Vidarr.
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Gameplay
In the Card Game, a battle takes place between two Dragon owners,
using a deck of Skill Cards. Upon selecting opponent skill level, the
system randomly matches a willing opponent and the Battle begins with
a random deck of Skill Cards. The Battle is divided into 5 rounds. Before
the start of each round, each player is randomly allocated Skill Cards
from their deck in the following quantities:
Round 1 - 2 Skill Cards


Round 4 - 5 Skill Cards


Round 2 - 3 Skill Cards


Round 5 - 6 Skill Cards


Round 3 - 4 Skill Cards
After receiving all the Skill Cards, a coin is tossed to randomly
determine which of the players gets the first move, upon which the
game begins. Prior to the start of each round, the players have 30
seconds to reshuffle Skill Cards in their preferred order of use (use goes
from left to right). After the 30 seconds, the rounds run automatically,
meaning that Skill Cards consecutively cast their effects on the
opponent.

If any one player eliminates the opponent's Skill Cards and maintains
their own Cards, they proceed to cast damage to the opponent's
Dragon itself (Dragon Health will depend on Dragon Type), retaining the
remaining card(s) in the reserve for combining with other cards and/or
use in later rounds. Following all the rounds, the player with higher
health points is declared victorious, while the losing player may request
a rematch.
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Skill Cards
Skill Card have their own Health Points and Effect Points (e.g. the point
amoun of impact done to the opponent) and are categorised into the
following 4 categories:
1. Attack Cards - these represent attack moves that deal direct
damage to the opponent’s Skill Cards and/or Dragon, Each
Attack Card, in turn, belongs to one of the four elements of fire,
wind, sand and water. 

2. Defence Cards - cards of this type give protection against the
effects of the opponents Skill Cards

3. Magic Cards - cards of this type boost the effects of other Skill
Cards in the deck

4. Healing Cards - cards of this type give Health Point boosts

Skill Cards bought by Players will be permanently kept in their reserve
and be available for use at any point in the battle.
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Additional Features
Further features releases are planned at various stages after the launch
of the Card Game. These will include Buffs and Debuffs, which are usable
positive and negative side effects, respectively, that accumulate for each
player as a result of Skill Card use. Players will also have the option to pay
for instant buff activation.



Moreover, to further boost the overall gamification, Daily Quest feature is
intended, which will give players a daily reward upon logging in to the
game, and contain quests (e.g. Win 5 Battles) yielding additional rewards.
More complex quest features are intended in the later updates.
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Tokenomics
The CDC Token
The native token of CryptoDragons is the ERC20 compliant
CryptoDragons Coin - CDC, with a maximum supply of 100 million.
The CDC in intended for the following uses:
1. Buying game attributes (e.g. Skill Cards)

2. Payments for breeding

3. Reward for winning battles on the Arena and the Card Game


Token usage in the CryptoDragons Metaverse
Breeding

With the exception of Legendary, Mutant and certain closely related
Dragons, all Dragons can breed for up to 5 times (the cap is set to
prevent too many offspring per Dragon). Dragon breeding requires
payment in CDC to be made, with the price subject to the number of
Dragon’s previous breedings. Accumulated breeding payments will be
regularly distributed between the platform and Legendary Dragon
owners.

Earnings

Dragons that have reached a threshold level of development can earn in
the Metaverse by participating in the Battle Arena and the Card Game.
Dragon owners can also earn through sales and rentals. Legendary
Dragons are unique in their ability to earn from breeding.
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Battle Arena
In the Battle Arena, winning Dragons that reached a threshold level of
development will be rewarded additionally with CDC. The Arena will
maintain free entry and lower threshold, having a Dragon will suffice.
Estimated CDC winnings will be lower than in the Card Game.

Card Game
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Playing the Card Game requires Skill Cards, representing skills of various
rarity. Rarer skills give a higher chance of winning and will cost from 10
CDC to 100 CDC. There will be periodic releases of new Skill Cards, which
can be purchased using CDC and traded on secondary markets as NFTs.

Firstborns

Firstborn Dragons have an advantage over other Dragons as they can 

earn CDC in the Card Game, not needing a threshold development level.

Mutants

Mutant Dragons will earn twice as much as other dragons (in both the
Battle Arena and the Card Game). Mutants, similar to Firstborns, can earn
in battles right away. Since Mutants potentially may generate higher
earnings rate, the demand for them is likely to grow. In order to create a
Mutant, a Firstborn Dragon and eggshells are needed, which, in turn,
require a Dragon egg. Therefore, unsold Dragon egg demand is expected to
increase, raising the floor price of eggs, Firstborn Dragons and eggshells in
the secondary markets.

Encouragement of other participants and gamification

All users of the Card Game will also be able to participate in various quests.
They will, spending a certain amount of time playing the card game, be
rewarded with CDC tokens by the platform, regardless of wins.
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Token Distribution
Full token supply will be achieved within 5 years. Each distribution (if
possible) will be vested gradually over its schedule. The distribution of
the token will look as follows:

Airdrop
3.9%
Team reserve
12.0%
Public Sale
37.0%

Influencers
10.0%
Pre-Sale
5.0%
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In-game rewards
12.0%

Platform reserve
20.1%
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Tokenomics
Airdrop: All those who bought Dragon Eggs before minting will
be airdropped CDCs with the following distribution:
Random Eggs - 1 200 CDC

Epic Eggs - 10 000 CDC

Legendary Eggs - 50 000 CDC

Team reserve: The reserve will be vested over 3 years

In game rewards: The reserve for the in game rewards will be
vested over 5 years, with a gradually increasing amounts

Platform Reserve: This will be vested during the course of 5
years, with a with a gradually increasing monthly vested
amounts

Pre-Sale: The community will have early access to CDC sales
at the discounted price 

Influencers: CDC will be reserved for distribution among
different influencers to promote services of the platform.

Public Sales: The major sales will be conducted through
several phases to ensure smooth token supply
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Project development
CryptoDragons is not just a NFT project: we want to develop a
unique Dragon Universe around our community, where the
contribution of each community member leads to the expansion
and prosperity of the Universe and all its members.
Our ultimate goal is to develop a fully self-sufficient and
sustainable ecosystem, where every elements has a purpose and
creates extra value for their owners. We know, there are too many
unknowns at this stage, but it will get clearer over time as we
reveal more of the excitement.
We are currently working on moving CryptoDragons to Polygon.
Bearing our development plans in mind, the move will be
instrumental in significantly reducing transaction gas charges,
improving the overall technical functionality, quality and user
experience for our community.


We are planning a comprehensive set of capabilities for the
project, and even though many of them will be introduced in later
stages, we are already working on their development, including
some future functions in our smart contract.
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Final notes
We are excited to introduce this revolutionary project built around
new concepts for the NFT world. The ultimate goal is to create a
strong and self-sustainable community, which will support and
lead to the success of the partnership idea we bring to life.

Join us:
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